Introduction

In order to fulfil their responsibility to respect human rights under the United Nations (UN) Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), companies are expected to exercise human rights due diligence. The concept of human rights due diligence refers to a “bundle of interrelated processes” (UNGA 2018b, para. 10) through which companies can identify, prevent, mitigate and account for the actual and potential adverse human rights impacts that they may cause or contribute to through their own activities, or which may be directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business relationships.

The UNGPs specify that the corporate responsibility to respect human rights applies in relation to all “internationally recognized human rights”, which are understood to include, at a minimum, those expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights and the fundamental rights in the eight ILO core Conventions, as set out in the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The convergence between labour rights and human rights has also been recognized in the literature (see, for example, Alston 2005), and there is now a wide consensus that fundamental labour rights are at the core of human rights (Mantouvalou 2012; Bellace, Blank, and ter Haar 2019).

The UNGPs have been highly influential (Smit et al. 2020a, 18), and the concept of human rights due diligence was subsequently incorporated in several other international instruments: for example, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, revised in March 2011 (OECD 2011), and the
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1 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 15.

However, the soft law character of these instruments entails that they do not create legally binding obligations for either States or companies (Ramaswry 2013; López 2013, 58). In the absence of implementing regulation, the corporate responsibility to respect remains more of a moral obligation, which is rooted in social expectations (UNGA 2008, 17) – rather than a legal obligation. As a result, the fulfilment of the corporate responsibility to respect, and the correlated expectation to exercise human rights due diligence, rely on voluntary approaches by companies. However, a number of studies have highlighted the limitations of such voluntary approaches (Vigeo Eiris 2016; CHRB 2019; Smit et al. 2020a, 16). The 2020 Corporate Human Rights Benchmark assessment, which assessed the human rights disclosures of 230 global companies across five sectors identified as presenting a high risk of adverse human rights impacts, noted that, “human rights due diligence, despite being so crucial for the effective management of human rights risks, remains an area of poor performance across all sectors, with nearly half of the companies assessed (46.2%) failing to score any points for this part of the assessment” (CHRB 2020, 3). The report further highlighted a disconnect between commitments and processes on the one hand and actual performance and results on the other, and affirmed that “even for those companies with robust commitments and management systems, these do not automatically translate at a practical level, with allegations of severe human rights violations regularly raised, even against some of the highest scoring companies.” (CHRB 2020, 3)

In the absence of binding regulatory frameworks requiring companies to undertake human rights due diligence, companies may continue to fall short of their corporate responsibility to respect human rights. They may also be constrained in their efforts for fear of being put at a competitive disadvantage compared to companies that are laggards in the field (Joseph 2004, 154). As well as being prejudicial to companies themselves, the lack of binding regulation and over-reliance on voluntary approaches by companies have been criticized as being prejudicial to rights holders, who have been adversely affected by business-related activities (Marx, Bright, and Wouters 2019).

The literature has noted that efforts to regulate labour rights abuses across global supply chains have remained limited to date (Nolan and Bott 2018). Nonetheless, in recent years, a growing number of countries have started to
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2 It should be noted that there are also other sources of legal obligations besides human rights due diligence laws which are relevant for corporate responsibility; however, the study of these sources are beyond the scope of this paper.
adopt, or are currently considering, legislative measures to that effect (Groulx Diggs et al. 2020, 507). First steps of regulatory efforts have focused on legislation seeking to incentivize the exercise of human rights due diligence in relation to certain labour rights issues through reporting requirements. In a second step, another type of legislation has emerged that goes beyond mere reporting requirements to create a positive duty for companies to exercise human rights due diligence. This paper endeavours to provide a comparative analysis of these different developments and evaluate their contribution in upholding labour standards in global supply chains.

1. Methodology

The purpose of this paper is to facilitate discussions around regulatory measures seeking to encourage or require companies to exercise human rights due diligence in relation to labour issues in the global supply chain. In this perspective, it proposes a mapping of key existing legislation and legislative initiatives at the national level. Even though the main focus of the paper is on Europe, other relevant legislation or initiatives of particular comparative value will be analysed. The ambition of the paper is not to be exhaustive but rather to map key legislation and legislative initiatives in order to gain a better understanding of the current legal landscape.

Based on extensive desk-based comparative research, the paper establishes a typology of two types of existing key legislations based on the type of obligations that they place on companies:

(1) Reporting legislation: This category incorporates national legislations that aim to encourage the exercise of human rights due diligence through reporting requirements. Two key examples of national legislations are analysed in particular: the United Kingdom (UK) Modern Slavery Act and the Australian Modern Slavery Act, which is of comparative value.

(2) Mandatory human rights due diligence legislation: This category encompasses national legislations that require companies to undertake substantive human rights due diligence. Two examples of such legislation which have been adopted to date are analysed in this paper – the French Duty of Vigilance Law and the Dutch Child Labour Due Diligence Act.

This paper also examines selected legislative proposals of particular comparative value because of the level of detail of the draft put forward and their specific characteristics. These are the Norwegian Draft Law and the Swiss Responsible Business Initiative and Indirect Counter-Proposal.
The paper compares and assesses the effectiveness of the various approaches based on an analysis of selected criteria. The paper concludes by considering the lessons that can be drawn from legislations and legislative initiatives analysed. It provides a framework, which can be used to inform policy-makers and other stakeholders in the evaluation of new legislation seeking to improve labour standards and decent work in global supply chains.

2. Mandatory reporting regulations

In recent years, a growing number of jurisdictions have introduced mandatory reporting legislation (Philipps, LeBaron, and Wallin 2018) in an attempt to improve corporate accountability by requiring companies to make certain information publicly available so as to facilitate public scrutiny by relevant stakeholders such as civil society, consumers and investors (Sinclair and Nolan 2020). The wave of regulatory measures using transparency to fight forced labour, in particular, in companies’ supply chains was spearheaded by the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act of 2010, which requires certain large companies to disclose their efforts to eradicate slavery and human trafficking from their direct supply chains. The legislation inspired other similar legislations around the world, such as the UK Modern Slavery Act which followed suit five years later and the Australian Modern Slavery Act which was adopted in 2018.

2.1 The UK Modern Slavery Act 2015

The UK Modern Slavery Act (UK MSA) was adopted in March 2015. Among the aims of the legislation, one key purpose is to address the role of businesses in “preventing modern slavery from occurring in their supply chains and organisations”. The legislation seeks to promote a “race to the top” by encouraging companies to exercise transparency in their operations, thus increasing competition to drive up standards and creating a “level playing field” between compliant and non-compliant businesses. (UK Home Office 2017, 3).

2. Mapping and evaluating human rights due diligence regulations

Main provisions

The **companies covered** by the UK MSA are those with an annual turnover of at least £36 million,\(^5\) which carry on a business, or part thereof, in any part of the UK, regardless of where they are incorporated. As a result of its broad scope, the UK MSA applies to an estimated total of 12,000 companies (Shift 2015, 2). In terms of **human rights and labour issues covered**, the legislation focuses narrowly on questions of modern slavery, which include the offenses of slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory labour, as well as human trafficking.\(^6\) The UK MSA does not cover other types of human rights or labour rights issues.

The **duties prescribed** in the UK MSA include, among others, the preparation of a yearly “slavery and human trafficking statement” disclosing the steps that the company has taken “to ensure that slavery and human trafficking is not taking place (i) in any of its supply chains, and (ii) in any part of its own business”.\(^7\) Alternatively, a company can issue a statement that it has taken no such steps. Three minimum requirements that must be satisfied by the statement: (1) it must be published on the company’s website (if it has one) and include a link to it in a prominent place on that website’s homepage; (2) it must be approved by the board of directors (or equivalent management body; and (3) signed by a director (or equivalent).\(^8\)

The UK MSA does not mandate what should be reported in the statement but simply specifies that statements may include, inter alia, information about the company’s due diligence processes and other activities to counter slavery and human trafficking in its operations. While the **reporting obligation** covers both a companies’ own activities as well as those of entities in their supply chains, it does not extend to the entirety of the supply chain.\(^9\)
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5 The annual turnover threshold does not need to be generated in the UK and includes the turnover of the company as well as of any of its subsidiaries, including those operating wholly outside the UK (UK Home Office 2017, 7).

6 Slavery is defined by reference to the 1926 Slavery Convention; forced or compulsory labour is specified by reference to the ILO’s Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29) and its Protocol; and human trafficking is defined as requiring “that a person arranges or facilitates the travel of another person with a view to that person being exploited” (UK Home Office 2017, 17). In addition, the Home Office’s guide specifies that the worst forms of child labour, as defined by article 3 of the ILO Convention (No. 182), are very likely to constitute modern slavery (UK Home Office 2017, 17–18).

7 UK MSA, Section 54.

8 UK MSA, Section 54.

9 The guide issued by the UK Home Office clarifies in this respect that “this does not mean that the organisation in question must guarantee that the entire supply chain is slavery free. Instead, it means an organisation must set out the steps it has taken in relation to any part of the supply chain (that is, it should capture all the actions it has taken)” (UK Home Office 2017, 5).
As far as enforcement mechanisms are concerned, the Secretary of State may bring civil proceedings in the High Court requiring compliance if a company does not meet its reporting obligation. Failure to comply with the court’s injunction constitutes contempt with a court order and is punishable by an unlimited fine (UK Home Office 2017, 6). However, this mechanism has never been used, and there have been no penalties to date for non-compliant organizations (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 14).

Effectiveness and limitations

The UK MSA has contributed to greater awareness of modern slavery in companies’ supply chains (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 14) and has fostered internal conversations within companies (Smit et al. 2020a, 104), including at the senior level (Ergon Associates 2018). The number of CEOs and other senior executives actively involved in addressing modern slavery is said to have doubled since the act has come into force (Lake et al. 2016).

However, the obligation prescribed by the UK MSA is limited to a mere reporting requirement and does not place a legal duty on companies to exercise substantive human rights due diligence (Ergon Associates 2018, 2; Smit et al. 2020a, 172). Nor does it seek to assess the adequacy of the due diligence steps taken, if any (Nolan 2017, 42, 44). In fact, the law expressly allows companies not to take any steps in this respect.

Studies have suggested that, in practice, compliance with the reporting requirement has remained largely cosmetic (Nolan and Bott 2018, 53; Ergon Associates 2016), with many companies publishing generic statements committing to fight modern slavery (BHRRC 2018, 3) but failing to report on the human rights due diligence undertaken (Core Coalition 2017, 8). In the absence of monitoring, the quality of the statements issued have been poor (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 43), and a number of companies have been approaching their obligations as a mere tick-box exercise (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 39). In addition, many statements are not compliant with the basic requirements of the legislation, in particular with regard to senior level approval (Ergon Associates 2018, 2). Furthermore, since the duty to report on the steps taken does not have to cover the entirety of the supply chain, this creates issues of “companies offloading their responsibilities at the first tier” (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 42).

The lack of an effective enforcement mechanism has led to widespread issues of non-compliance (Smit et al. 2020a, 246), with an estimated 40 per cent of eligible companies not complying with the legislation at all (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 42). As a result, the legislation has been criticized by civil society organizations and leading companies alike for not having succeeded in its objective of creating a level playing field between those businesses that act
responsibly and those that need to change their policies and practices (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019, 14). The basic rationale behind the approach of the UK Modern Slavery Act is that consumers, investors and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) would apply the necessary pressure in areas where they believed a company had not taken sufficient steps (UK Home Office 2017, 6). However, this approach has shown its limitations.

In its response to the transparency in supply chains consultation – which sought views from businesses, public bodies, investors and civil society on various options to strengthen the UK MSA – the UK Government recently committed to introducing new measures which would address a number of the issues identified (Home Office and Victoria Atkins MP 2020). These would include notably mandatory reporting areas that the modern slavery statements will need to cover (and which will include the topics that are currently suggested to be incorporated in companies’ statements, and notably their due diligence processes), the requirement for companies to publish their statements on a new digital government reporting service, the extension of the requirements set out in the UK MSA to public bodies with a budget of £36 million or more, and the establishment of a single enforcement body for employment rights to “better protect vulnerable workers and ensure a level playing field for the majority of employers complying with the law” (Home Office and Victoria Atkins MP 2020).

Nonetheless, this will not change some of the more fundamental limitations of the UK Modern Slavery Act. In particular, the literature has converged in highlighting the limitations of the approach which requires mandatory reporting while failing to prescribe a duty to exercise substantive human rights due diligence and to provide for an assessment of the adequacy of the due diligence exercised (BHRRC 2018, 25; Nolan and Bott 2018, 53; Macchi and Bright 2020, 224).

Another important limitation of the legislation lies in the fact that it does not address any of the recurring obstacles in access to remedy faced by victims of corporate human rights abuses and, more specifically, by victims subjected to forced labour or human trafficking by UK companies or their business partners in the UK or abroad (Macchi and Bright 2020, 226). In addition, the act does not require reporting on companies’ grievance mechanisms, where issues of modern slavery or human trafficking have been found to have taken place (Shift 2015, 3).

Finally, it has been noted that the narrow focus of the legislation on a specific labour issue could produce unintended effects by creating “a strong driver for businesses to prioritise efforts to address that particular issue, even if, objectively it would not qualify as one of the salient human rights risks facing that organisation” (Clifford Chance 2019, 7).
2.2 The Australian Modern Slavery Act 2018

Following in the footsteps of its predecessors, the Australian Modern Slavery Act (Australian MSA)\(^\text{10}\) was adopted in 2018 (Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018, 13). The legislation entered into force on 1 January 2019. According to the Australian Department of Home Affairs, the aims of the legislation are to “increase business awareness of modern slavery risks, reduce modern slavery risks in the production and supply chains of Australian goods and services, and drive a business ‘race to the top’ to improve workplace practices” (Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018, 13).

Main Provisions

The companies covered by the Australian MSA are large entities with an annual consolidated revenue\(^\text{11}\) of more than AU$100 million which are domiciled in Australia or which carry out business in Australia. An estimated 3,000 companies fall within the scope of the legislation (Sinclair and Nolan 2020, 167). With regard to human rights and labour issues, the act covers only issues related to modern slavery.\(^\text{12}\)

The duties prescribed by the Australian MSA require relevant entities to report annually on the risks of modern slavery in their operations and supply chains, and actions the actions taken to address those risks, including the due diligence and remediation processes. The statement must be approved by the principal governing body of the entity, signed by a responsible member of the entity and communicated to the relevant minister within six months.\(^\text{13}\) The Australian MSA prescribes that the statement must cover seven mandatory criteria that comprise “the actions taken by the reporting entity and any entity that the reporting entity owns or controls, to assess and address those risks, including due diligence and remediation processes”.\(^\text{14}\)
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\(^{11}\) The annual consolidated revenue includes the total revenue of the entity as well as all the total revenue of all the controlled entities, considered as a group.

\(^{12}\) Modern slavery is defined by the legislation as: conduct which would constitute an offence under existing provisions of the Commonwealth Criminal Code (Divisions 270 and 271); trafficking in persons, as defined in article 3 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime; or the worst forms of child labour, as defined in article 3 of the ILO Convention (No. 182) concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour.

\(^{13}\) Australian MSA, Section 14(2).

\(^{14}\) Australian MSA, Section 16(1)(d).
The **business activities covered by the duty** comprise the entirety of the supply chain, since the reporting obligation involves the “risks of modern slavery in the operations and supply chains of reporting entities and entities owned or controlled by those entities”\(^{15}\). In case of non-compliance with the reporting obligation, the **enforcement mechanism** authorizes the relevant minister to send a written request to non-complying entities, asking them for an explanation or requiring them to take remedial action. The minister may publish information about a non-complying entity should it fail to comply with the request.\(^ {16}\)

**Effectiveness and limitations**

Given that the legislation only entered into force on 1 January 2019, there has not yet been any comprehensive evaluation of its effectiveness. The legislation provides for a three-year review, which will present an opportunity to consider potential improvements (Sinclair and Nolan 2020, 169). However, a few preliminary comments may be offered based on the existing literature. The Australian MSA is largely modelled on the UK MSA but differs in important points.

Firstly, the Australian MSA provides for the creation of a centralized government-run repository, known as the Modern Slavery Statements Register, which is freely available to the public on the internet.\(^ {17}\) Scholars have noted that this should create greater certainty about publication and encourage higher rates of reporting (Sinclair and Nolan 2018).

Secondly, the Australian MSA sets out mandatory criteria against which companies must report, which include the measures taken to assess the effectiveness of their actions.\(^ {18}\) Thus, it goes a step further than the UK MSA in incentivizing companies to conduct human rights due diligence by mandating reporting on such processes. Scholars have observed that this will allow for “more consistent and comparative statements” (Sinclair and Nolan 2020, 167) and create “an expectation that entities will undertake these actions as part of their reporting process” (Sinclair and Nolan 2018).

Thirdly, the reporting obligations are not limited to the private sector but extend to the Australian government itself, as well as public companies that have a consolidated revenue of at least AU$100 million. This allows extending the scope of the legislation to public buyers, who have a heightened responsibility to fight human rights violations in supply chains (Martin-Ortega 2013).
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\(^{15}\) Australian MSA, Part 2, Section 11.

\(^{16}\) Australian MSA, Part 2, Section 11.

\(^{17}\) Australian MSA, Part 3, Sections 17–20.

\(^{18}\) Australian MSA, Part 2, Sections 16 and 16A.
However, despite these noteworthy improvements, the Australian MSA suffers from some of the same limitations as the UK MSA. To begin with, it only requires companies to report, rather than to act, and, as scholars have pointed out, “the assumption that greater transparency and availability of information about companies’ activities will translate into both improvements in practice and increased corporate accountability remains largely untested” (Sinclair and Nolan 2020, 169). Moreover, the lack of effective enforcement mechanisms and financial penalties in case of non-compliance risks leading to issues of non-compliance similar to those of the UK MSA. In addition, the Australian MSA does not contain any provisions to facilitate access to remedy for victims of modern slavery (Macchi and Bright, 226). Finally, the Australian MSA, like the UK MSA, focuses on a single issue (that is, modern slavery), potentially to the detriment of other more salient issues. Scholars have noted that “the modern slavery approach enables states to create the appearance of being tough on modern slavery without having to adopt stronger or more effective labour or business regulation. For business, the modern slavery framework does not involve third parties such as unions and civil society in a formal system of enforcement in the same way that other laws do (Landau and Marshall, n.d.). The Australian Department of Home Affairs’ Guide seems to acknowledge this limitation, as it recognizes that not addressing other poor working conditions and limiting efforts to serious exploitation may also lead to modern slavery (Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018, 8).

Overall, legislations on mandatory reporting have represented a first step towards greater corporate accountability (see chapter 1), and reporting is one of the steps of the human rights due diligence process as identified in the UNGPs. However, the UNGPs envisage it as the last core element of the human rights due diligence process, once the company has assessed its actual and potential human rights impacts, integrated and acted upon the findings and tracked responses. Detaching the reporting requirement from these other elements makes it lose its legitimacy (Sinclair and Nolan 2018). Despite their variations in terms of institutional design, reporting regulations have done little more than reinforcing the status quo by providing statutory endorsement of existing private voluntary initiatives and reporting (LeBaron and Rühmkorf 2019). These limitations point to the need to go beyond mere reporting towards more stringent requirements to exercise substantive human rights due diligence in order to uphold labour standards in companies’ operations and throughout their supply chains.
3. Mandatory human rights due diligence regulations

A number of jurisdictions have sought to implement the UNGPs and turn the soft law requirement to exercise human rights due diligence into a hard law requirement (Macchi and Bright 2010, 218). In this respect, different types of regulations exist. Some of them focus on a single labour issue, whereas others provide for an overarching framework (Bright et al. 2020, 18). They also differ in terms of scope of application and enforcement mechanisms. Two key examples of such regulations are provided by the Dutch Child Labour Due Diligence Act and the French Duty of Vigilance Law. They will be analysed in turn.

3.1 The Dutch Child Labour Due Diligence Act

Adopted on 14 May 2019, but not yet in force (Hoff 2019), the Dutch Child Labour Due Diligence Act (CLDDA) mandates companies selling goods or providing services to Dutch end users to exercise substantive human rights due diligence in relation to child labour (Bright et al. 2020, 27). The CLDDA is framed in terms of consumer protection (Enneking 2020, 178), the aim of the legislation being to ensure that goods and services brought onto the Dutch market are free from child labour so that consumers can buy them with “peace of mind.”

Main provisions

The legislation applies to all companies that sell or supply goods or services to Dutch end users. There are no restrictions in terms of the size of the companies, their turnover or their legal form, although certain categories of companies might be exempted from the legislation by future general administrative orders. These may pertain to smaller companies and companies from
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20 CLDDA, Preamble.

21 CLDDA, Article 4.
low-risk sectors (Enneking 2020, 174). Companies that are merely transporting goods are exempt from the law. In terms of **human and labour rights**, the CLDDA only covers issues related to child labour.

The **duties prescribed** by the CLDDA include the exercise of due diligence in order to prevent the use of child labour during the production of goods sold, or services provided, to the Dutch market. More particular, companies concerned are required: (1) to investigate “whether there is a reasonable suspicion that the goods or services to be supplied have been produced using child labor”\(^2\); (2) if this suspicion arises, to adopt and implement a plan of action; and (3) to issue a statement declaring that the company has exercised due diligence as set out in the legislation. Under the CLDDA, the **scope of the human rights due diligence obligation** extends throughout the supply chain, since companies are expected to investigate whether there is a risk that child labour has been used in the production of the goods sold or services supplied (Enneking 2020, 176).

The law provides for a state-based **enforcement mechanism** through a public supervising authority in charge of monitoring compliance with the legislation, and which may impose an administrative fine for failure to comply with the law. Third parties affected by a company’s failure to comply may submit their claims to the public supervising authority on the basis of concrete evidence of non-compliance. The public supervisory authority can give legally binding instructions to the company, accompanied by a time frame for execution, and the company may be fined up to €8,200 in case of failure to submit the statement, or up to 10 per cent of its worldwide annual turnover in case of failure to exercise due diligence (Littenberg and Blinder 2019). In addition, directors may incur criminal sanctions in case of repeat offenses.
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22 CLDDA, Article 4.4.
23 Child labour is defined by reference to the ILO Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention, 1999 (No. 182) as well as to the Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138) in the situation where the work takes place on the territory of a State Party to that Convention. Otherwise, child labour is defined as: “(i) any form of work, whether or not under an employment contract, performed by persons who are subject to compulsory schooling or who have not yet reached the age of 15, and (ii) any form of work, whether or not under an employment contract, performed by persons who have not yet reached the age of 18, insofar as such work, by virtue of the nature of the work or the conditions under which it is performed, may endanger the health, safety or morality of young persons”. CLDDA, Article 2(c).
24 CLDDA, Article 5.1.
25 The law mandates the appointment of a public supervising authority to which the statement must be sent, and which is in charge of publishing the declarations in an online registry on its website (Enneking 2020, 175).
26 CLDDA, Article 3.1 and Article 7.
27 CLDDA, Articles 3.2.–3.4.
28 CLDDA, Article 9.
**Effectiveness and limitations**

Since the Dutch CLDDA has not entered into force, its implementation has not yet been evaluated, and any remarks related to its effectiveness will therefore remain preliminary. Scholars have highlighted that the legislation is overly focused on consumer protection and does not contain provisions that would ensure access to remedy for victims of child labour (Enneking 2020, 177). Nor does it require the exercise of due diligence in relation to goods which are not sold to end-users but are simply brought onto the Dutch market for further processing purposes. In addition, it leaves unaddressed issues of child labour linked to Dutch companies in other markets. Indeed, the legislation does not cover the goods and services sold by Dutch companies outside the Netherlands, and, as a result, it does not mandate Dutch companies to exercise due diligence to prevent and address issues of child labour concerning the goods sold or services supplied outside the country (Bright et al. 2020, 30). Furthermore, scholars have pointed out the limitations of the reporting requirement, which is a one-off exercise that does not need to be repeated annually, thus failing to incentivize a continuous exercise of human rights due diligence as required by the UNGPs (Macchi and Bright 2020, 231).

In addition, as argued by some scholars, the obligation “could also be understood as covering only the first tier of a supply chain if interpreted narrowly” (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 10). In particular, the legislation specifies that companies can discharge their due diligence obligations by purchasing goods or services from companies that have issued a statement in this respect (Enneking 2020, 176), which may suggest that companies can fulfil their due diligence obligation simply by considering their immediate contractual partners (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 10). Finally, the law requires the exercise of human rights due diligence only in relation to child labour. As noted above in relation to reporting regulations focusing on modern slavery, this may spur companies to prioritize their efforts to address this particular issue over potentially more salient human rights risks for the company in question (Chance 2019, 7). In turn, other types of legislation, such as the French Duty of Vigilance Law, have opted for an overarching approach.
3.2 The French Duty of Vigilance Law

The French Duty of Vigilance Law (DVL)\(^{29}\) was adopted on 21 February 2017 and enacted on 27 March 2017. It was a pioneer legislation worldwide in turning the soft law human rights due diligence expectations under the UNGPs into hard law and extending it to health and safety and environmental issues (Barraud de Lagerie et al. 2020 and chapter 5). Introduced in the wake of the Rana Plaza tragedy, the aims of the legislation are two-fold: (i) to provide access to remedy for individuals and communities whose human rights were adversely affected by the activities of French companies or suppliers in their global supply chains; and (ii) to enhance corporate accountability.\(^{30}\)

Main provisions

The law applies to companies incorporated or registered in France under French company law as sociétés anonymes, sociétés en commandite par actions and European companies (Brabant and Savourey 2017, 3). Among these companies, the French DLV only applies to those employing, for two consecutive fiscal years, at least 5,000 people in France (either directly or through their French subsidiaries), or at least 10,000 people worldwide (through their subsidiaries located in France and abroad).\(^{31}\) The total number of companies affected is estimated between 200 and 250 (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020). With regard to human rights and labour issues, the DLV covers “severe violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, serious bodily injury or environmental damage or health risks”\(^{32}\).

The duties prescribed in the French DLV require the companies concerned to put in place, effectively implement and disclose a vigilance plan (plan de vigilance),\(^{33}\) which include “the reasonable vigilance measures to allow for risk identification and for the prevention of severe violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, serious bodily injury or environmental damage or health risks resulting directly or indirectly from the operations of the company and of the companies it controls ... as well as from the operations
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30 Even though the version of the legislation which was finally adopted on 21 February 2017 was watered down compared to the initial version, it nonetheless retained these two initial objectives (Bright 2020).

31 It therefore applies both to French parent companies and to the direct or indirect subsidiaries of companies whose head office is located abroad, and which satisfy these criteria.

32 French DVL, Article 1 (French Commercial Code, Article L. 225-102-4).

33 See chapter 5 in this volume for details regarding the vigilance plans.
of the subcontractors or suppliers with whom it maintains an established commercial relationship”\(^{34}\). The **due diligence obligations** cover the **business activities** of the concerned companies themselves, as well as those of companies under their control,\(^{35}\) and of partners with whom they have an “established business relationship”.\(^{36}\)

In terms of enforcement, the French DVL sets out two judicial **enforcement mechanisms**. The first is an injunction to ensure corporate compliance with the vigilance obligations set out in the law. Under this mechanism, any interested party\(^{37}\) can serve a non-complying company a formal notice (\*mise en demeure\*) asking the company to comply with its obligations to elaborate and publish its vigilance plan. In case of persisting or unsatisfactory compliance three months after the notice has been served, the interested party can seek an injunction with the relevant French court to order the company to comply, with periodic penalty payments in case of continued non-compliance.\(^{38}\) To date, seven formal notices have been served to several French businesses – including some of its largest companies such as Total and EDF – for their alleged failure to comply with various aspects of the French DVL; all of these notices are currently pending (Brabant and Savourey 2020). The second enforcement mechanism provides for the possibility of remediation when harm has occurred which could have been prevented by the execution of the due diligence obligations set forth by the law. Interested parties can file civil proceedings, in the conditions set forth under French Tort Law.

**Effectiveness and limitations**

Various reports have evaluated the implementation of the French DVL over the first three years since its adoption. The 2020 report for the French Government on the implementation of the law noted that, as a result of their corporate culture or of the pressure of NGOs and public opinion, many companies were already exercising human rights due diligence prior to the adoption of the French Duty of Vigilance Law (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 31). A 2018 report by Shift found that French companies had a slightly higher level of enforcement than their international counterparts, with a significant number of companies having already set up vigilance plans and established mechanisms for monitoring and reporting on human rights issues.\(^{34}\) The French Commercial Code defines the concept of control as “exclusive control”, enabling the company to “have decision-making power, in particular over the financial and operational policies of another entity” (Brabant, Michon, and Savourey 2017, 2).\(^{35}\) The notion of “established business relationships” covers stable, regular commercial relationships of a certain volume of business, with or without contract, which can be reasonably expected to last (Cossart, Chaplier, and Beau de Loménie 2017, 320).\(^{36}\) Interested parties include affected individuals or communities, employees, consumers, trade unions and NGOs (Beau de Loménie and Cossart 2017, 5).\(^{37}\) The French DVL, Article 1 (French Commercial Code, Article L. 225-102-4).\(^{38}\)
reporting than other companies. On a scale of 1 to 5, French companies had an
average level of 2.5, compared to a level of 2 for the average non-French com-
pany (which included over 130 of the largest companies worldwide) (Langlois
2018, 6). Nonetheless, several reports have documented the positive impacts
that the French Duty of Vigilance Law has had on the due diligence practices
of French companies, pushing them further towards the implementation of
the UNGPs. For instance, according to a recent report from Entreprises pour
les droits de l’homme (EDH), the law prompted 70 per cent of companies to
start mapping risks of adverse human rights and environmental impacts
or to revise existing mappings and processes (EDH 2019, 7). The report also
highlights that 65 per cent of companies now have a dedicated process of
identifying risks of adverse human rights impacts (while only 30 per cent had
such a process prior to the adoption of the law) (EDH 2019, 13).

However, there is still room for progress. A report by a coalition of French
NGOs, analysing 80 vigilance plans published between March and December
2018 (first year of the application of the law), concluded that “companies must
do better” (ActionAid et al. 2019). The report revealed that the majority of
the vigilance plans tended to be inward-looking, focusing on the risks to the
business itself, when they should be outward looking, focusing on the risks
to people and the planet (ActionAid et al. 2019, 10). Issues of non-compliance
persist (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 7; ActionAid et al. 2019, 10). A study
has pointed to the insufficient and heterogeneous implementation of the
law among the complying and eligible companies. It emphasizes that the
concept of the duty of vigilance remains vague and is unevenly understood
by stakeholders (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 7). In the absence of a
publicly available database, a great amount of uncertainty surrounds the
question of which companies are actually concerned (Bright et al. 2020, 31) –
to the point that it is currently impossible to establish a reliable list of those
companies (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 20). In addition, the legislation
does not define what constitutes “severe violations”, which may generate
legal uncertainty (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 6). To remedy some of these
weaknesses, it has been recommended to nominate a public authority which
would be in charge of: (i) monitoring the promoting and implementation
of the law; (ii) contributing to the harmonization of corporate practices;
and (iii) promoting sectorial and multi-party approaches (Duthilleul and
de Jouvenel 2020, 7).

Several reports have shown that, in practice, consultation with external stake-
holders has remained limited (Barraud de Lagerie et al. 2020, 5; ActionAid et
al. 2019, 13; Ibañez et al. 2020, 56). In this respect, the French DVL encourages
the consultation among relevant stakeholders in the elaboration of the vigi-
lance plan, which can take place, where appropriate, within multi-stakeholder
initiatives that exist in the subsidiaries or at territorial level. However, the
legislation does not make such consultation a legally binding obligation at the drafting stage of the plan. It only imposes the consultation with trade unions about setting up the alert mechanism. These findings were corroborated by the recent report for the French Government, which observed that the insufficient dialogue with relevant stakeholders and mores specifically NGOs was one of the main pitfalls of the implementation of the law (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 37).

Furthermore, scholars have criticized the narrow scope of application of the law, which, as the result of a compromise in the negotiations leading to the adoption of the legislation, covers only a small number of large French companies of a certain corporate form (Brabant and Savoure 2017, 3). However, it is worth noting that, despite of its narrow scope of application, the French DVL has a trickle-down effect to a large number of entities down the supply chain of the companies concerned.

Finally, although the French DVL brings greater legal certainty on corporate accountability by making an explicit connection between human rights due diligence and civil liability, and by defining the conditions by reference to the general principles of French tort law, it nonetheless falls short of the UNGPs requirements of ensuring access to remedy for the victims (Macchi and Bright 2020, 235) and reducing legal and practical barriers that could lead to a denial of justice. In particular, the burden of proof remains on the claimants who have to show that the damage suffered was the result of a breach of the vigilance obligations on the part of the parent or lead company which, in practice, is likely to constitute a serious obstacle to accessing remedy for affected individuals, especially given the lack of access to information and to internal documents that often prevent claimants from substantiating their claims (Marx, Bright, and Wouters 2019, 15). To date, no legal action has been brought on that basis.

Despite of these limitations, the French DVL has inspired a number of new legislative initiatives in the EU and beyond.
4. Legislative initiatives

As the momentum for mandatory human rights due diligence is growing, a number of legislative initiatives have surfaced. Some have opted for a hybrid model with differentiated requirements (of transparency and human rights due diligence) depending on the type of companies or the issues concerned, while others prefer an overarching mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence applying to all types of companies.

4.1 The Norwegian Draft Act

The Norwegian Draft Act “relating to transparency regarding supply chains, the duty to know and due diligence” (Draft Act)\(^{39}\) was published in November 2019. The aims of the legislation are twofold: (i) provide stakeholders – consumers, trade unions, civil society organizations – with the right to information on the impacts of companies on human rights and working conditions, enabling them to make informed decisions about purchases and investments;\(^ {40}\) and (ii) advance respect for and improve fundamental human rights and decent working conditions in businesses and their supply chains.\(^ {41}\)

The Draft Act provides for the application of different types of duties based on the size of a company. The Draft Act makes a distinction between (a) all enterprises which offer goods and services in Norway, regardless of their size or country of incorporation; and (b) larger enterprises which are covered by specific sections of the Norwegian Accounting Act or which exceed certain figures in sales income or assets or number of employees in an accounting year. The issues covered by the Draft Act relate to fundamental human rights and decent work.

Among the duties prescribed, the first one for any enterprise operating in Norway is the “duty to know” of “salient risks that may have an adverse impact on fundamental human rights and decent work, both within the enterprise


\(^{40}\) Report from the Ethics Information Committee, 3.

\(^{41}\) Report from the Ethics Information Committee, 1.
itself and in its supply chains”. Moreover, companies distributing goods to consumers must publish information about their production sites. The Draft Act also provides for a correlated right to information, whereby any person is entitled to information about how a company conducts itself with regard to fundamental human rights and decent work within its enterprise and supply chains (for example, information about the enterprise’s work, systems and the steps taken to prevent or reduce adverse impact on human rights and working conditions).

The second duty provided for by the Draft Act, which only applies to larger companies, is the duty to exercise substantive human rights due diligence in relation to “fundamental human rights and decent work”. Larger enterprises would, in addition, be required to publicly report on their due diligence processes regarding actual and potential adverse impacts on human rights and decent work as well as the result of these processes.

Regarding the business activities covered by the duty, the obligations under the Draft Act would extend throughout the supply chain. In terms of the enforcement mechanism, the Consumer Authority and the Market Council would be in charge of monitoring and ensuring compliance with the provisions of the law. In case of non-compliance by a company, sanctions and penalties could be imposed.

Opportunities and challenges

One of the main opportunities of the Norwegian Draft Act stems from the fact that it is the first legislative attempt to explicitly require due diligence in relation to decent work specifically, as well as in relation to human rights more generally. While decent work has been recognized as a human right itself, fundamental labour rights are generally considered to be limited to four specific issues: child labour, forced labour, non-discrimination and

42 The Draft Act specifies that “the duty to know applies in all cases where the risk of adverse impact is most severe, such as the risk of forced labour and other slavery-like labour, child labour, discrimination in employment and at work, lack of respect for the right to form and join trade unions and undertake collective bargaining and risks to health, safety and the environment in the workplace”. Norwegian Draft Act, Section 5(2).

43 Norwegian Draft Act, Section 6.

44 Companies would, therefore, have an obligation to respond to specific enquiries for information, which may include the due diligence processes that they have in place. It is worth noting that the duty to know and the correlated right to information differ from a reporting requirement, as they do not oblige a company to prepare and publish an annual statement.

45 Norwegian Draft Act, Section 10(2).

46 Norwegian Draft Act, Section 13.

freedom of association; many other labour rights may be overshadowed in practice by the focus of companies on certain human rights issues perceived as more prominent. Against this backdrop, certain non-state actors have called for the adoption of an EU-level mandatory human rights due diligence legislation to “include trade unions’ and workers’ rights as main components” and to “ensure the full involvement of trade unions and workers’ representatives in the whole due diligence process” (ETUC 2019).

On the other hand, the limited scope of application of the due diligence duty to larger companies constitutes one of the main limitations of the draft legislation. In addition, it does not contain any liability mechanisms aimed at facilitating access to remedy for the victims. In this respect, the Swiss Responsible Business Initiative had taken a different approach.

4.2 The Swiss Responsible Business Popular Initiative and the Indirect Counter-proposal

In Switzerland, a federal popular initiative known as the Responsible Business Popular Initiative (RBI) for the protection of humans and the environment, launched by a broad coalition of over 80 NGOs, was submitted in 2016 after having collected over 120,000 signatures (Werro 2019, 166). A popular vote took place on the 29th of November 2020. Although a popular majority supported the adoption of the initiative, it was eventually rejected as it did not obtain the support from a majority of the cantons (the double majority was required as the proposal required an amendment to the Federal Constitution). This means that the indirect counter-proposal which was adopted by the Swiss Parliament in June 2020 will most likely enter into force (Lenz & Staehelin 2020). Nonetheless, the support that the Swiss RBI got from a majority of voters and the content of the legislative initiative gives it a particular comparative value. Its content will therefore be briefly analysed before detailing the content of the counter-proposal.

The Swiss Responsible Business Popular Initiative

The aim of the RBI was to amend the Swiss Federal Constitution through the introduction of new provisions aimed at strengthening “respect for human rights and the environment through business”. Companies covered by the


49 RBI, Article 101a(§2c).
initiative would have been the ones that “have their registered office, central administration, or principal place of business in Switzerland”, including small and medium enterprises that were operating in high-risk sectors.

The RBI aimed to cover internationally recognized human rights and international environmental standards. It prescribed the legal duty of Swiss-based companies to respect these international rights and standards and to ensure that the companies under their control also adhere to them.\footnote{The initiative further specifies: “Whether a company controls another is to be determined according to the factual circumstances. Control may also result through the exercise of power in a business relationship.” (RBI, Article 101a(§2a)). The commentaries on the text of the initiative further explain that, while controlled companies are generally subsidiaries of parent companies, in certain cases, a lead company can also exercise de facto control over another entity through the exercise of economic control (SCCJ, “The Initiative Text,” Art. 101a(§2a), 1).} The initiative also provides that, in order to fulfil their duty, companies were required to carry out “appropriate due diligence” in order to “identify real and potential impacts on internationally recognized human rights and the environment; take appropriate measures to prevent the violation of internationally recognized human rights and international environmental standards, cease existing violations, and account for the actions taken”.\footnote{RBI, Article 101a(§2b).} The due diligence obligation of the RBI would have applies to controlled companies and call cover all business activities.

The RBI provided for a judicial enforcement mechanism through a specific civil liability provision stipulating that “[c]ompanies are also liable for damage caused by companies under their control”.\footnote{RBI, Article 101a(§2c).} The provision is accompanied by a due diligence defence, according to which companies can escape liability “if they can prove that that they took all due care ... to avoid the loss or damage, or that the damage would have occurred even if all due care had been taken”.\footnote{RBI, Article 101a(§2c).}

\section*{Opportunities and challenges}

The associated liability provision creating a strict liability regime constituted one of the strongest points of the draft text, since it would have entailed that parent and lead companies were presumed liable for the human rights or environmental harms caused by entities under their de facto or economic control, unless they could prove that they exercised the required human rights due diligence. This provision effectively reversed the burden of proof (in part) by placing the burden on companies to show that they exercised the appropriate human rights due diligence (Bright et al. 2020, 42), rather than leaving it up to the claimant to prove that the company failed to exercise such
due diligence (as in the case of the French DVL). Against this backdrop, the Swiss RBI would have alleviated persistent obstacles to access to remedy faced by claimants in business-related human rights cases. In this respect, the UN Commissioner of Human Rights also noted that a due diligence defence could incentivize companies to meaningfully engage in human rights due diligence activities, thereby constituting an important preventative effect (UNGA 2018a, para. 29; Werro 2019, 175).

The Indirect Counter-proposal

Two indirect counterproposals to the RBI were put forward by the two chambers of the Swiss Parliament. In June 2020, a parliamentary conciliation committee opted for the counterproposal of the Council of States, which was subsequently approved by both chambers (SCCJ 2020). As the RBI failed to obtain the double majority at the popular vote of the 29th of November 2020, the counter proposal should normally enter into force if no other facultative referendum is called on within 100 days.

The counter-proposal provides for differentiated duties with different scopes of application. The first duty prescribed is a reporting obligation on certain social, environmental and human rights matters (following from the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive). This obligation would apply to large Swiss public-interest companies which include publicly traded companies or regulated entities supervised by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA (Lenz & Staehelin 2020). The second duty prescribed is an obligation to exercise human rights due diligence, which is limited to conflict minerals (following from the EU Conflict Minerals Regulation) and child labour (following from the Dutch Child Labour Due Diligence Act of 2019) (Knöpfel 2020).

Companies covered by the due diligence obligations would be all companies which have their registered office, central administration, or principal place of business in Switzerland which either 1) put on the Swiss market or process minerals or metals containing tin, tantalum, tungsten, or gold from conflict or high-risk areas; or 2) offer goods and services in relation to which there is a reasonable suspicion of child labour.

The counter-proposal provides that the Swiss Federal Council may provide for exemptions based on annual import volumes of minerals and metals in the case of the due diligence obligations relating to conflict minerals, or based on the size of the company for the due diligence obligations relating to child

54 Defined as employing at least 500 full-time employees as an annual average over the course of two consecutive business years, or exceeding at least one of the following thresholds: a balance sheet sum of CHF 20 million or a turnover of CHF 40 million.
labour. It also provides that companies complying with internationally recognized standards such as the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, may also be exempted from due diligence and reporting obligations.

In terms of enforcement mechanisms, the counter proposal provides for criminal sanctions and in particular fines in case of non-compliance with the reporting duties of for making false statements. However, the counterproposal does not contain any civil liability provision for affected individuals.

Opportunities and challenges

The counter-proposal is much less ambitious that the RBI and suffers from much of the same flaws identified in the existing reporting and issue-specific legislation analysed above and which will be summarized in the conclusion.

5. Conclusion and Policy Discussion

Home States are increasingly expected, and, arguably at least, even required to adopt domestic legislation mandating companies in their territory or under their jurisdiction to exercise human rights due diligence wherever they operate (De Schutter 2020, 16). Across Europe and beyond, a broad spectrum of legislation and legislative proposals has emerged over the past few years, with mandatory reporting or transparency regulations, at one end of the spectrum, and, at the other end, mandatory human rights and due diligence regulations (Bright et al. 2020, 18). The comparative analysis of various relevant legislations and legislative proposals undertaken in this paper points to a number of conclusions.

First of all, in terms of objectives, mandatory reporting laws intend to spur companies to fulfil their responsibility to respect human rights by incentivizing or requiring them to report on their human rights due diligence processes. With the aim of facilitating the availability of this information to civil society, investors and consumers, these laws, in effect, rely on pressure from public scrutiny to ensure corporate compliance. Transparency legislative proposals such as the Norwegian Draft Act share a similar objective by seeking to create a “duty to know” of salient risks associated with a correlated duty of information held by any interested person. However, the underlying assumption that companies will be eager to comply with reporting requirements as a

55 For example, the UK MSA.
56 For example, the Australian MSA.
result of the pressure exerted by civil society, consumers and investors has not been confirmed by early evaluative research (PwC 2018, 59). This is the case especially for non-public facing companies that are under less scrutiny (PwC 2018, 40). Furthermore, the assertion that mandatory reporting regulations could level the playing field between responsible companies and laggards, fuelling a race to the top for labour rights, is yet to be substantiated.

Secondly, in terms of scope of application, certain legislations and initiatives apply to companies of certain corporate forms domiciled in their territory, whereas others also cover foreign-based companies doing business on their territory. Most legislations and proposals are limited to larger companies fulfilling these criteria. These are defined in terms of annual turnover or revenue, or in terms of number of employees. The criteria used to define larger companies give rise, in practice, to a wide variation in the number of affected companies, and developing clear and coherent thresholds has proven challenging (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 8). This approach falls short of the UNGPs’s approach, according to which human rights due diligence expectations apply to all companies, even though the extent of the expected due diligence exercise will be commensurate to the size and context of the company. Accordingly, small- and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) should not be exonerated altogether from any requirements to exercise human rights due diligence, but their needs and special challenges should be taken into consideration in the implementation of these requirements (Smit et al. 2020, 267). Furthermore, the Australian MSA shows how governments can lead by example, by including reporting obligations for the public sector (Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019), in line with the UNGPs.

Thirdly, in terms of human rights covered, certain types of legislation and legislative proposals are issue-specific, while others provide for an overarching framework for all human rights and environmental issues. The analysis of issue-specific regulations suggests that this kind of focus creates fragmentation and may detract companies’ attention from other more salient human rights or labour rights issues. It is noteworthy in this context that

---

57 For example, the French DVL.
58 Such as the UK MSA, the Australian MSA, the Dutch CLDDA and the Norwegian Draft Law.
59 For example, the UK MSA.
60 The Australian MSA.
61 For instance, the French DVL.
62 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 17.
63 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 17.
64 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 4.
65 This is the case of the UK and the Australian MSAs, the Dutch CLDDA and the Counterproposal to the Swiss RBI.
66 As in the French DVL and the Swiss RBI.
the corporate responsibility to respect under Guiding Principle 12 refers to all “internationally recognized human rights”. The Norwegian Draft Act is the only example that makes specific reference to decent work in addition to human rights more generally, which, as argued, might prove useful to ensure that labour rights are given appropriate attention in companies’ due diligence practices. The French DVL only applies to “severe violations”, which remain undefined in the legislation (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 6). Scholars have argued that this reference to “severe violations” can lead to legal uncertainty, as there is no internationally recognized definition of what might constitute a “severe violation”. Rather, they suggest that it “seems more appropriate to incorporate the seriousness of a human rights violation in companies’ respective responses as part of the proportionality principle” (Krajewski and Faracik 2020, 6), in line with Guiding Principle 24, which allows for a prioritization of companies’ responses based on the severity of the human rights impacts.

Fourthly, with regard to the duties prescribed by the legislations and legislative proposals, the established typology distinguished between transparency regulations (that is, mandatory reporting regulations and transparency legislative initiatives) on the one hand, and, on the other hand, mandatory human rights due diligence legislations and legislative proposals. The analysis has suggested that the first type of regulations, requiring companies to communicate information rather than to act, have not, to date, been successful in prompting a meaningful change in corporate behaviour. The experience of the French DVL shows that the second type of regulations – mandating the exercise of human rights due diligence – is much more likely to induce noticeable changes in corporate behaviour.

Fifthly, with regard to the business activities covered by the duty, all legislations and proposals cover the activities of the concerned companies themselves, but the reach of the obligations in the supply chain vary. Some cover part of the supply chains, while others extend to the entire supply chains. In this respect, it is worth remembering that the UNGPs require the exercise of human rights due diligence throughout the entire value chains by providing that it should cover “adverse human rights impacts that the business enterprise may cause or contribute to through its own activities,
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67 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 12.
68 UNGPs, Guiding Principle 24 and comment.
69 For instance, the UK MSA and the Australian MSA.
70 The Norwegian Draft Law.
71 Such as the French DVL and the Swiss RBI.
72 For example, the UK MSA and the French DVL inasmuch as the latter is limited to “established business relationships”.
73 For instance, the Australian MSA, the Norwegian Draft Act and the Swiss RBI.
or which may be directly linked to its operations, products or services by its business relationships.\textsuperscript{74}

Sixthly, in terms of enforcement, the experience of the UK MSA shows that the lack of effective enforcement mechanisms and deterring sanctions have led to widespread issues of non-compliance. Other legislations have opted for stronger enforcement mechanisms, either through a supervising public authority\textsuperscript{75} or through judicial enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{76} Reports on existing laws that do not provide for a public enforcement mechanism have suggested the need to amend this aspect of the legislation in order ensure legal certainty (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020, 27). It has also called for a uniform interpretation of the relevant act by providing a clear and uniform interpretation of the legislation, in addition to monitoring and ensuring compliance (Duthilleul and de Jouvenel 2020; Butler-Sloss, Miller, and Field 2019). In this respect, scholars have argued that an “engaged and committed regulator” might help limit the risk of “cosmetic” compliance with human rights due diligence requirements (Landau 2019). At the same time, judicial enforcement mechanisms providing for the introduction of an associated liability regime aim to enhance effective access to remedy for affected individuals, and may prove useful to help close the accountability gap. In particular, the strict liability regime with the due diligence defence in the Swiss RBI presented some important advantages in easing potential obstacles to remedy for claimants. This is in line with the UNGPs requirements for States to ensure access to remedy for the victims (Macchi and Bright 2020) and reduce legal and practical barriers that could lead to a denial of justice. In addition, the explicit connection between human rights due diligence and civil liability ensures greater legal certainty in relation to corporate accountability (Bueno and Bright 2020, 789) However, in line with the UNGPs, conducting human rights due diligence should not, by itself, automatically and fully absolve companies from any type of liability.\textsuperscript{77} Rather, the assessment should turn to the adequacy of the due diligence exercise. In this respect, setting out clear criteria – for instance, by reference to the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines and related materials – will be key to ensuring legal certainty and avoiding the risk of assessing whether a company has indeed taken “all due care” from becoming highly subjective.

Finally, the experience of the French DVL shows that the lack of legal requirement for meaningful consultation with external stakeholders as part of the entire human rights due diligence process has, in practice, led to insufficient dialogue and is thought to constitute one of the main pitfalls of the

\textsuperscript{74} UNGPs, Guiding Principle 17.
\textsuperscript{75} Authorities in the Dutch CLDDA and the Norwegian Draft Act have the power to impose sanctions in case of non-compliance.
\textsuperscript{76} The French DVL and the Swiss RBI.
\textsuperscript{77} UNGPs, Commentary to Guiding Principle 17.
implementation of the French DVL. This finding points to the need to emphasize and potentially even require consultation with external stakeholders – including with potentially affected groups, NGOs and trade unions – in legislative instruments, which, in line with the UNGPs, should play a central part in the human rights due diligence process.

The momentum for mandatory human rights due diligence is growing and gaining increasing support from civil society organizations (ECCJ 2019) and trade unions (ETUC 2019) but also from a growing number of businesses (Smit et al. 2020a) and certain business organizations (see, for example, Amfori 2020). Scholars have argued that “the introduction in domestic legislation of the duty to practice human rights due diligence should be seen as an opportunity to counter the potentially negative impacts of economic globalization on human rights and workers’ rights as stipulated in the core ILO conventions” (De Schutter 2020, 3). However, despite the positive effects of the various domestic-level legislative developments in enhancing companies’ accountability for labour issues in their supply chains, the resulting legislative patchwork gives rise to legal uncertainty where companies are subject to multiple or different standards. In this respect, the adoption of a harmonized standard at the regional and international levels would allow for a more consistent approach.
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